CRUNCH!
Of Dented Fenders and Family Members

There's got to be a better way to live in San Diego. And that's because we've been doing it wrong. For years, we've been driving around in cars that look like they've been in a war zone. The paint is peeling off, the bumper is dented, and the windows are tinted. It's like we're trying to blend in with the chaos of the city, but it's not working. We've got to do something about it. We need to start taking care of our cars and our families. We need to make a change.
CityLights

Name That Seen

Who's Your Taylor?

Ticket In Your Ear

Sphere, There And Everywhere

Growers Stay Planted

Save $2

Get a Mexican bite!
Local Events

Dance

Music

Disc at Chuck's Steak House tonight and every night this week.

UC San Diego University Events Office presents in concert.

Shakti
John McLaughlin

UC San Diego Gym 8 on October 15
General Admission $5.00
Tickets: UC San Diego Box Office
412-4559

Lost in the Haze

Passage to India

The story of an American family who must adjust to life in India. The family consists of a middle-aged American man, his wife, and their son. They are sent to India to work for a wealthy Indian family, and they soon realize that their lives will be very different from what they expected.

The family must learn to adapt to the customs and traditions of India, as well as the language. They encounter many challenges, such as the lack of conveniences that they are used to in America, and the cultural differences between the two countries. The family also faces personal challenges, such as the son's struggle to adapt to the new environment and the mother's struggles to balance her roles as a wife and mother.

Despite the difficulties, the family begins to enjoy their time in India. They visit many places and experience different cultures. They also make new friends, including the wealthy Indian family they are working for.

The family eventually learns to love India and all it has to offer. They return home changed and more open-minded, having gained a deeper understanding of the world and their own family. They continue to stay in touch with their Indian friends and look forward to the day they can return to India and visit them again.

The story of the family's journey is told through their experiences, as well as through the perspective of a group of tourists who visit India and have their own adventures.

The story is a heartwarming tale of a family's journey of self-discovery and an exploration of the richness of Indian culture. The story is filled with humor and heart, and it will leave readers with a deeper appreciation for the beauty of the world and the diversity of human experience.
Reader's Guide to the Music Scene

BILLY JOEL
Thursday, October 11
San Diego Civic Center

LA4

DOOBIE BROTHERS
PABLO CRUISE
Saturday, October 13
Sports Arena

Night Flight
Countdown 45¢

Jumbalaya
Rock & Roll - Dancing
here's No Place Like Home
San Diego's Fifth Annual Guide To San Diego

Dessert your Friends half price

The Village Cupboard

Shelving Systems

Cara Van

Pumpkin Seeds
$204

Treat your Friends to Half Price Dessert from The Village Cupboard.

Now open at 6:30 a.m.

For all your shelving needs, visit Shelving Systems.

Cara Van offers convenient transportation for all your needs.
I WANNA HOLD YOUR HAMBURGER
Searching For The Perfect Patty

Stereo Discounts
We'll stand on our head to beat Dow, Jack, Pacifico
Stereo and all the rest!

SONY
$599 COMPLETE

PIONEER
$379 COMPLETE

STEREO
$268

JVC
$749 COMPLETE

HAYLEY
388-5091
1235 El Cajon Blvd. (at 60th St.) San Diego.
Send In The Clowns
Who's Who In Local Street Entertainment

A GUIDE TO
SAN DIEGO
BY THE STARS
THE SAN DIEGO
ASTROLOGICAL
SOCIETY

LA JOLLA LIGHTING
Factory Special Purchase
Back To School Special

Well-Matched
Congratulations
THE HORN WOODEN
READER "To your young regular"

Hit The Bricks, Bozo
Places You're Most Likely To Be Asked To Leave

LA JOLLA LIGHTING
Creating line of lighting fixtures for economists
NO SWEAT
Gym: At Least It's Good To Know Where They Are

LIVE WIRES
The Singing Telegram People...By foot or by phone.

LADIES
There are more than a few goods times ahead.

LaPalma
Ballet's "The Nutcracker" at LaPalma Theatre

Gah 'n Ivy
Antique & Collectible Finds, Unique Furnishings & Decor

LaPalma Productions
LIVE WITH LA PALMA, FROM THE 60's & 70's

Ladies who Lunch
Join us for a fun-filled day of shopping and lunch!

LaPalma
Live Concert Recording
Meet Farley Buckmanse, a community leader

Farley Buckmanse, a well-known figure in the community, has been actively involved in various local initiatives. He was recently appointed to lead a new community development project in the area. Farley is known for his dedication to improving the quality of life for all residents.

Farley was born and raised in the community and has lived here for over 40 years. He has a strong background in community development and has been a driving force behind several successful projects in the past.

Farley is a graduate of the University of California, San Diego, and holds a degree in urban planning. He has also served on the board of directors for several local organizations, including the City Planning Commission.

Farley is married with three children and is an active member of the community. He is a strong advocate for education and has worked tirelessly to improve the school system in the area.

Farley is looking forward to the new project and is excited about the opportunity to make a positive impact on the community.

San Diego Jaycees
838 3rd Ave, San Diego, CA 92101

For more information about the community development project, please contact Farley Buckmanse at (619) 555-1234.
ARE YOU GETTING RIPED OFF?

San Diego's Largest Independent

Auto Match

Second Sale Says Yes.

Institute for Creative Living

A Holistic Health Happening

The Staff
**JAZZ LP SALE!**

**ENTIRE VERVE CATALOG**
- **2 FERS** (2 LP SETS) **5.99**
- **SINGLE LPs** **4.99**

**ENTIRE SAVOY CATALOG**
- **SINGLE LPs** **3.99**

**ENTIRE ECM CATALOG**
- **YOUR CHOICE** **4.99**

**ENTIRE SAVOY CATALOG**
- **2 RECORD SETS** **4.99**

**ENTIRE CATALOG ARISTA FREEDOM**
- **JAZZ LPs** **3.99**

WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE JAZZ SELECTION IN SAN DIEGO!

**MASTER CHARGE**
**BANKAMERICAN**
**CASH**

TOWER RECORDS
3601 SPORTS ARENA BLVD. (ACROSS FROM THE SPORTS ARENA)

OPEN EVERY NITE OF THE YEAR TIL MIDNITE
A Walk On The Mild Side
Pleasant Paths To Strut Your Stuff

Jeanette de Vie

Have you ever looked at the many paths and possibilities there are to take in life? It's like a maze, a garden, or even a piece of music. Each path has its own rhythm and melody, its own twists and turns, and its own journey. And like music, every path has its own harmony and meaning.

On a path, you are free to choose your own direction, your own speed, and your own style. You can stop, you can go back, you can go forward. You can change your mind at any time. You can make your own mistakes, learn from them, and move on.

On the other hand, the paths of life are not always easy. They can be full of challenges, obstacles, and uncertainty. But that's what makes them interesting and exciting. It's like a dance, a game, or a quest. Each path has its own rules, its own strategies, and its own rewards.

So, the next time you feel lost or unsure, remember that you are on a path. You are on a journey. You are strutting your stuff. And no matter what happens, you are free to choose your own direction.

---

The Flip Side

THE NEW EXPRESSION
FOLK INSTRUMENT STUDY CENTER

Turkish Emporium

Your wildest food fantasies fulfilled.

The Yogurt Affair

INDEX PAGE B

buying or selling records or tapes?

FLIP SIDE RECORD & TAPE CO.

H. A. T. E.

A INTERNATIONAL AFFAIR

THE NEW EXPRESSION
FOLK INSTRUMENT STUDY CENTER

Turkish Emporium

Your wildest food fantasies fulfilled.

The Yogurt Affair
NOTHING VENTURES
A Guide To Free Tours

The City of San Diego offers a number of free tours which provide a unique perspective on the city's history, culture, and natural beauty. These tours are led by knowledgeable guides who are passionate about the city and eager to share their knowledge with visitors. In this article, we will explore some of the most popular free tours available in San Diego.

1. Old Town Walking Tour

Old Town is one of the oldest and most charming areas in San Diego. The walking tour covers a 1.5-mile route and visits 10 historic sites, including the historic buildings, shops, and restaurants of Old Town. The tour starts at the Old Town Main Street, a pedestrian-friendly street lined with colorful Victorian storefronts.

2. Gaslamp Quarter Walking Tour

The Gaslamp Quarter is one of the most popular areas in San Diego, known for its vibrant nightlife and cultural attractions. The walking tour covers a 1-mile route and visits 14 historic sites, including the Gaslamp Quarter Historic District, Horton Plaza, and the Gaslamp Quarter Courthouse.

3. Cabrillo National Monument Walking Tour

The Cabrillo National Monument Walking Tour is a 4.5-mile route that takes visitors through the tule reeds and up the bluffs of the San Diego Bay. The tour starts at the Cabrillo National Monument Visitor Center and ends at the Cabrillo National Monument Lighthouse.

4. La Jolla Cove Walking Tour

La Jolla Cove is a picturesque bay located in the heart of La Jolla. The walking tour covers a 2-mile route and visits 12 historic sites, including the La Jolla Cove Beach, La Jolla Cove Coffee Company, and the La Jolla Cove Village.

5. Balboa Park Walking Tour

Balboa Park is a 1,200-acre cultural complex that includes museums, gardens, and performing arts venues. The walking tour covers a 3-mile route and visits 20 historic sites, including the San Diego Museum of Art, the San Diego Zoo, and the San Diego Botanic Garden.

These tours are a great way to explore San Diego's rich history and culture, while enjoying the city's natural beauty. Whether you're a local or a visitor, these free tours are a must-see for anyone looking to experience the best of San Diego.

nyers

Oak

for the best in creative picture framing it's the

Cabrillo Art Center
1229 Pacific Street
Open Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm
Phone: (619) 226-5220

Hobbs - Lidos - Victory 27 - Cal 24

Contrary to Popular Belief
Dini's
is not a dating service

Saves 20-40%
Students:
Put more action in campus life with motorized bikes.

New mopeds from '395
Used mopeds from '299
(while they last)

50% off Frame Sale
on ALL FRAMES frame and parts frame and parts

The Fine Art Store
50% off

Personals

Photo

Wanted

Complete line of
Motorized
Bicycles

For more information see Ad

The Whisker of Whiskers
SHOPING & SERVICE
914-3401
TUES., THURS.